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STRENGTHENING CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT 

Capacity Development Strategy

5.1.2 Congress recalled that through Resolution 49, Cg-
XVI requested the Executive Council to prepare a WMO XVI requested the Executive Council to prepare a WMO 
Capacity Development Strategy (CDS) and an associated 
CDS Implementation Plan (CDSIP). It further recalled that 
the request was based on the need for a cohesive and 
coordinated approach to capacity development to 
maximize the outcome of capacity development 
activities and to ensure sustainable development of activities and to ensure sustainable development of 
NMHSs. In this regard, Congress recognized with 
appreciation that the CDS and CDSIP had been prepared 
as requested and subsequently approved at EC-64 
(Resolution 18) and EC-65 (Resolution 16) respectively. 





STRENGTHENING CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT 

Capacity Development Strategy

Capacity development vision 

“Stronger NMHSs to meet society’s need for information “Stronger NMHSs to meet society’s need for information 
on weather, climate and water for the safety and well-
being of people throughout the world.”

Capacity development mission 

“To facilitate a holistic and integrated approach to 
sustainable capacity development of NMHSs, especially in sustainable capacity development of NMHSs, especially in 
developing countries, LDCs and SIDSs, through advocacy, 
education and training, outreach, partnerships and 
resource mobilization, demonstration and pilot projects, 
service delivery and research. “



STRENGTHENING CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT 

Capacity Development Programme

5.1.10 …. Congress welcomed the recommendation of 

EC-66 to incorporate under a new WMO Capacity EC-66 to incorporate under a new WMO Capacity 

Development Programme those activities formerly 

related to the Technical Cooperation Programme

(TCOP) with emphasis on broader programmatic 

linkages and the objectives of the CDS. 

Congress adopted Resolution 50 (Cg-17) – Capacity 

Development Programme for the creation of the 

Capacity Development Programme. 



WMO Cg decisions/recommendations relevant 

to the LAM Consortium work

16th Session of WMO Congress, in connection to Future of 

GDPFS/NWP, requested the Secretary-General and CBS to GDPFS/NWP, requested the Secretary-General and CBS to 

develop a strategy to assist Members in the 

implementation of improved high-resolution regional 

NWP including data assimilation.

Ref: WMO-No. 1077, 16th Session of WMO Congress, Abridged final report 

with resolutions (Cg-XVI, 2011) with resolutions (Cg-XVI, 2011) 

Specifically Item 3.1.3.2, requesting the Secretary-

General and CBS to develop a Strategy to implement 

Limited Area Models (LAMs)



Recommendations of the WMO Executive Council
(EC-64, 2012), which according to Cg-XVI decisions, 

WMO EC decisions/recommendations 

relevant to the LAM Consortium work

(EC-64, 2012), which according to Cg-XVI decisions, 
requested from the NWP Centres, Consortia and CBS
the following:

4.3.3 (a)

• NWP Centres and Consortia make available their 
LAM codes 

• NWP Centres and Consortia make available their 
LAM codes 

• Assist WMO Members with their installation and 
configuration 

• Advise them on data-assimilation developments. 



4.3.3(b) CBS to assist in and facilitate the 

WMO EC decisions/recommendations 

relevant to the LAM Consortium work

4.3.3(b) CBS to assist in and facilitate the 

implementation of LAM, by including these 

aspects in its work programme

Ref:  WMO-No. 1092: WMO Executive Council, Sixty-fourth Session, Abridged 

final report with resolutions (EC-64, 2012)



Recommendation of the WMO Commission for Basic Systems (CBS)

Abridged final report of the 15th Session of Commission for Basic Systems (WMO-No. 
1101, CBS-15, 2012):

WMO CBS recommendations relevant to the 

LAM Consortium work

1101, CBS-15, 2012):

• 4.4.10 The Commission encouraged centres running global models to consider 
providing boundary conditions to NMCs running Limited Area Models (LAMs). 
Recalling the request by Cg-XVI to the Secretary-General and CBS to develop a 
strategy to assist Members in the implementation of improved high-resolution 
regional NWP (including data assimilation and boundary condition aspects), and 
the subsequent recommendations by EC-64, the Commission requested the OPAG 
on DPFS to establish a task team for a limited time period to develop such a 
strategy for consideration by the next CBS session.

• 4.4.11 The Commission encouraged RSMCs and RCCs running models to ensure • 4.4.11 The Commission encouraged RSMCs and RCCs running models to ensure 
dissemination of the products to NMHSs of countries covered by their models’ 
footprint.

CBS requested from the Open Programme Area Group on Data Processing and 
Forecasting System (OPAG on DPFS) to establish a Task Team for the development of 
the requested strategy.



According to the work plan of the Task Team, the 
final draft of the Strategy should be finalized by the 

WMO CBS recommendations relevant to 

the LAM Consortium work

final draft of the Strategy should be finalized by the 
end of 2015, so that it could be considered and 
adopted at the CBS-16 meeting in September 2016. 
The draft of the Strategy should contain, inter alia, 
a list of the existing LAM Consortia [opportunity to 
include all Consortia in the text of this WMO include all Consortia in the text of this WMO 
Strategy] 

Ref: WMO DPFS/ET-OWFPS/Doc. 4.5, Strategy to implement Limited Area Models 

– LAM. (Outline)



4.1(2).8 Congress recalled its request, at its sixteenth session (Cg-XVI, 2011), to the Secretary-General and CBS, to develop a strategy to assist 

Members in the implementation of improved high-resolution regional NWP including data assimilation. Congress noted that CBS has been developing 

an outline for the guidelines on high-resolution NWP. It stressed that the guidelines need to address the use and interpretation of high-resolution NWP 

models, the application of high-resolution NWP in forecasting severe weather, the implementation of (high-resolution) regional NWP model and data 

assimilation systems, and a mechanism to collect information and best practices. Congress also stressed the importance of this task to Members, and 

WMO Cg-17 recommendations relevant to 

the LAM Consortium work

assimilation systems, and a mechanism to collect information and best practices. Congress also stressed the importance of this task to Members, and 

urged CBS to address this issue as a matter of priority and to work with the Secretary-General for the prompt dissemination of the guidelines to 

Members. Congress also requested CBS, in collaboration with CAS, to provide guidance on addressing scalability issues related to the development of 

improved high-resolution NWP, including data assimilation, for the optimal match between model code, hardware and efficient I/O, which are essential 

in developing disaster mitigation strategies.

4.1(2).9 Congress recognized that, while some of the Members have the capacity to run high resolution NWP models, many others do not. Congress 

noted the trend of regionalization of meteorological services such as aeronautical meteorological services, and the increasing demand of high 

resolution gridded weather forecasts in support of all areas of service delivery. It also noted that the development of high-resolution NWP with regional 

focus, taking advantage of the opportunity to assimilate the wealth of regional and local weather observational data into high resolution regional NWP 

models, would better support the regionalized delivery of services. To address these issues, Congress requested Members and RAs, with support as 

needed from CBS and the Secretary-General, to explore the possibility for setting up regional consortium for Limited Area Model (LAM) to facilitate 

access to high resolution NWP while building capacity of participating Members through training and development assignments. Congress noted the 

progress of the two pilot projects underway in RA II related to capacity development on NWP and provision of medium-range weather forecasts. It progress of the two pilot projects underway in RA II related to capacity development on NWP and provision of medium-range weather forecasts. It 

therefore requested CBS, RA II working groups and the pilot project coordinators to explore possible contributions to the guidelines on the use and 

interpretation of high-resolution NWP models.

4.1(2).17 Congress also noted that the SWFDP is running or being prepared to run in 5 geographical regions: Southern Africa, South Pacific, Eastern 

Africa, South-East Asia and Bay of Bengal. The proposed expansion of SWFDP in Africa as suggested by RA I-16 and the planned expansion in the 

Caribbean SIDS, Central Asia and South-East Europe would require significant increase of resources to support training, contributions by participating 

global products centres and RSMCs, and coordination functions by the WMO Secretariat. Congress recalled that it did recognize at its sixteenth session 

(Cg-XVI, 2011), that SWFDP expansion could only be realized with an appropriate and resourced Project Office at the WMO Secretariat, and 

extrabudgetary contributions to augment the regular budget allocations. Congress continued to support the SWFDP expansion, as indicated in the

WMO budget proposal (ref.: agenda item 10.2: Budget for the Seventeenth Financial Period (2016-2019)).
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•• DesignDesign of the of the observation networks observation networks ((meteorologicalmeteorological and and hydrologicalhydrological) could be ) could be 

optimizedoptimized provided that provided that effectiveeffective datadata exchangeexchange is in placeis in place

Regional MHEWS Cooperative Mechanism for SEE

SEESEE--MHEWSMHEWS

16/21

•• HydroHydro--meteorological services and meteorological services and DRM DRM agencies could agencies could benefitbenefit from from improvedimproved

informationinformation sharingsharing and and collaborativecollaborative jointjoint workwork in the in the regionregion

•• ““One stop shopOne stop shop” for ” for diversediverse analysesanalyses, different , different modelsmodels output output datadata, and , and remoteremote

sensingsensing observationsobservations for the for the benefitbenefit of of shift forecasters shift forecasters throughoutthroughout SEESEE

•• AuthorizedAuthorized PasswordPassword protected protected accessaccess to the to the ICT ICT platformplatform approvedapproved byby

IntergovernmentalIntergovernmental AgreementAgreementss, including the , including the DataData PolicyPolicy AgreementAgreement

•• WarningsWarnings producedproduced and and issuedissued at the level of at the level of NMHS/DRMNMHS/DRM wherewhere SEESEE--MHEWSMHEWS

servesserves asas Advisory system Advisory system forfor forecasters forecasters supported by supported by EMIEMI, , Regional CentersRegional Centers, , 

NMHSsNMHSs, , etc.etc.

Symposium-MHEWS, Sendai, Japan, 16 March 2015



•• Almost all Almost all SEE SEE NMHSs NMHSs stated that stated that resourcesresources and and infrastructureinfrastructure limitedlimited their their 

abilityability to to deliverdeliver criticalcritical productsproducts and and servicesservices for disaster risk for disaster risk reductionreduction

•• Most  of them Most  of them identified identified financialfinancial resourcesresources and  and  lacklack ofof professionalprofessional staffstaff as as 

Conclusions & Recommendations 17/21

•• Most  of them Most  of them identified identified financialfinancial resourcesresources and  and  lacklack ofof professionalprofessional staffstaff as as 

limitinglimiting factorsfactors

•• Almost all Almost all NMHS NMHS beneficiaries stated beneficiaries stated that that betterbetter coordinationcoordination ofof neighboringneighboring

countriescountries at a at a subsub--regionalregional levellevel, with , with 

-- WMO WMO Regional Specialized Meteorological Regional Specialized Meteorological CentersCenters

-- European European Meteorological Infrastructure Meteorological Infrastructure ((ECMWF, EUMETSAT and EUMETNETECMWF, EUMETSAT and EUMETNET) ) 

wouldwould improveimprove their their contributioncontribution to to theirtheir disasterdisaster riskrisk reductionreduction activitiesactivitieswouldwould improveimprove their their contributioncontribution to to theirtheir disasterdisaster riskrisk reductionreduction activitiesactivities

•• InternationalInternational, , regionalregional and and nationalnational efforts in efforts in responseresponse to the to the naturalnatural disastersdisasters

provided a sound provided a sound basisbasis for for planningplanning earlyearly warningwarning systemssystems in the SEE regionin the SEE region

Symposium-MHEWS, Sendai, Japan, 16 March 2015



•• Project “Project “Building Resilience to Disasters in Western Balkans and TurkeyBuilding Resilience to Disasters in Western Balkans and Turkey“ “ 

succeededsucceeded in in achievingachieving its original its original objectivesobjectives and intended and intended outcomesoutcomes of of 

definingdefining corecore technical technical elementselements of the of the MHEWSMHEWS for the SEE regionfor the SEE region

Conclusions & Recommendations 18/21

•• Substantial support Substantial support is is stillstill neededneeded to to establishestablish the the SEESEE--MHEWSMHEWS within a within a multimulti--

hazard frameworkhazard framework

•• RecommendedRecommended actionsactions for the for the SEESEE--MHEWSMHEWS realizationrealization

1.1. UNISDR, WMOUNISDR, WMO, , EUEU as well as as well as otherother intergovernmentalintergovernmental / / internationalinternational and and 

regionalregional institutionsinstitutions working on early warning should working on early warning should continuecontinue their their 

assistanceassistance to the SEE region countries in to the SEE region countries in enhancingenhancing capacitiescapacities and and assistanceassistance to the SEE region countries in to the SEE region countries in enhancingenhancing capacitiescapacities and and 

mobilizingmobilizing resourcesresources necessary for necessary for establishmentestablishment of the of the SEESEE--MHEWSMHEWS

2.2. UNISDRUNISDR and and WMOWMO should also should also provideprovide followfollow--upup activities for the activities for the 

technicaltechnical and and economic feasibility study economic feasibility study for the proposed for the proposed SEESEE--MHWSMHWS

Symposium-MHEWS, Sendai, Japan, 16 March 2015



•• RecommendedRecommended actionsactions for the for the SEESEE--MHEWSMHEWS realizationrealization

3.3. Regional SEE Regional SEE coordinationcoordination mechanismmechanism for the for the MHEWSMHEWS throughthrough the the WMOWMO

Conclusions & Recommendations 19/21

3.3. Regional SEE Regional SEE coordinationcoordination mechanismmechanism for the for the MHEWSMHEWS throughthrough the the WMOWMO

should be should be set upset up in order to in order to coordinatecoordinate follow up activities follow up activities related to related to SEESEE--

MHEWS establishmentMHEWS establishment in the near futurein the near future

4.4. In order toIn order to generate an generate an enablingenabling environmentenvironment for for SEESEE--MHEWSMHEWS, the , the WMOWMO

should should continuecontinue to to assistassist the countries in SEE to the countries in SEE to strengthenstrengthen nationalnational EWSEWS

to to effectivelyeffectively implement the implement the HFA HFA / / PostPost --2015 Framework for Disaster Risk 2015 Framework for Disaster Risk 

ReductionReductionReductionReduction

Symposium-MHEWS, Sendai, Japan, 16 March 2015
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VISIONVISIONVISIONVISIONVISIONVISIONVISIONVISION



Thank you for your attentionThank you for your attention


